Practical Course in Mechanics 2

Lecture 1 (2020.02.11)

Problem 1
We have built a “light-clock” that works in the following way. A light source emits a very short pulse,
which pulse travels to a mirror whose distance from the source is denoted by d0 . The reflected light is
detected by a small detector that is placed near the light source (see the figure). When the pulse arrives
to the detector, the counter steps by one and a new light pulse is emitted immediately.

a.) What is the time unit of the clock? (What time is needed for the pulse to reach the detector from
the source?)
Our “light-clock” uses the velocity of light to measure time, therefore it is surely Lorentz-covariant. If
we put it on a moving vehicle, it will measure the “time” of the moving frame of reference. Let’s put
the clock on a moving vehicle as shown in the middle panel of the figure. The velocity of the vehicle is
v. The moving vehicle is observed by the stick man standing on the street.
b.) Draw the trajectory of the light-ray that is emitted in the source and after the reflecion it is received
by the detector, according to the observers frame of reference.
c.) What is the length of the route of the pulse?
d.) How much time is needed for the light-clock, according to the observer, to step its counter by one?
Our clock is “Lorentz covariant”, therefore its time unit cannot depend on the direction of its axis. Let’s
put the clock on the vehicle as shown in the right panel of the figure.
e.) What is the length of the route of the light in this case?
f.) What must be the distance between the source and the mirror in this case?

Problem 2
The one dimensional relativistic motions are often illustrated in the so called Minkowski-plane that is
spanned by the (one-dimensional) space and time axes. For convenience we use the values of ct on the
time axis, therefore the coordinate axes are x and ct.
a.) Draw the coordinate axes of the Minkowski-plane! For convenience let them be perpendicular.
Show the scales on the axes (in units of ’light-years’)
b.) At time t = 0 we send light signals from the x = 0 position in the +x and –x directions. Draw the
world lines of these light signals.
c.) A spacecraft is traveling with velocity V in the +x direction. Draw the world line of the spacecraft.
d.) There is a very accurate atomic clock in the spacecraft. The clock was set to 0 at start. Using the
invariance of the Minkowski length, draw the event in the Minkowski-plane when the clock shows
“1 year”.
e.) According to d.) how long does it take on the Earth while “1 year” passes on the spacecraft?
f.) Generalize d.) for spacecrafts with different velocities V . Draw the “1 year” events on the spacecrafts’ world lines. What kind of curve do these events define?
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Problem 3
a.) A rod of length 1 meter rests in our frame of reference. Draw the world lines of its endpoints in
the Minkowski plane.
b.) An observer having velocity V passes the rod. Draw the events in the Minkowski plane where the
observer is at the endpoints of the rod.
c.) How long time does it take in the reference frame of the rod while the observer passes the rod?
d.) How much time does it take to pass the rod from the observers point of view? (Use the result of
Problem 1.)
e.) The observer has calculated the length of the rod. What is the result?

Problem 4
Einstein’s famous train was hit by two lightnings at the two ends. According to the workers who worked
on the fields nearby, the two events happened exactly at the same time. The velocity of the train is V .
a.) Draw the world lines of the trains endpoints in the Minkowski plane. Mark the two lightning hits.
b.) Draw the world lines of the lightnings’ light in the figure.
c.) At the middle of the train an observer is traveling. Draw her/his world line in the figure!
d.) Which lightning happend earlier from the observers point of view?
e.) How large is this time difference, if the (resting) length of the train is 100meters, and its velocity
is V = 180km/h?

Problem 5
In a reference frame it may be an important issue to synchronize clocks at different positions. However,
we know that “moving” clocks can change their running speed, therefore we want to solve the problem
without moving the clocks. We have figured out the following: we put a tape measure in the direction
x, and at every L0 = 1km we install a clock. However, the clocks are not synchronized yet. Then at
t = 0 from the x = 0 a light pulse is emitted. The clocks at different positions are synchronized by
setting them to t = x/c at the moment when the light pulse arrives. After that setting all the clocks are
synchronized to the one in the origin.
a.) Draw the world lines of the clocks in the Minkowski plane, and also the world line of the synchronizing pulse. Demonstrate that the clocks are properly synchronized.
Now let’s suppose that the tape measure and the clocks are moving with velocity V in the x direction.
(Let for example V = 0.6c)
b.) Using the result of Problem 3.) what is the measured distance between the moving clocks the resting
reference frame? Using this result draw the world lines of the moving clocks in the Minkowski plane.
c.) A synchronizing pulse is now emitted from x0 = 0 at time t0 = 0. Draw the world line of this pulse,
and mark the events where the moving clocks are synchronized.
d.) Following the result of Problem 2d) draw the space-time points in the Minkowski plane, where
t0 = 0. What is the meaning of this line?
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